Dear Mr. Eastin:

Please's include the following (3) comments related to the POINT WELLS EIS scoping review:

A). We urge that a comprehensive study be required:

1). Of geologic instability of the uplands drift risk (ref: Oso Snohomish County slide of March 2014);
2). Of risks related to earthquakes, and potential Puget Sound sloshing over the low lying Point Wells;
3). Of risks related to earthquakes, and potential geologic instability of the lower lying downlands including liquefaction.

B). Of the deep and shallow petroleum and other contaminants that have happened since the site began being used for railroad activities, and for petroleum processing activities, for associated clean up that should be mandatory.

C). Of the historical Native American use of the site for habitation, for fishing, and for ceremonial activities.

Thank you.

Denis Casper
Marjo Bru
casperdenn@aol.com